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Dear Reader:
This 4th Annual report, 2016 Study of the Legal Industry’s Information Security Practices, was developed
with an end goal of empowering you with unbiased and relevant information about current and future
information security practices of legal organizations. This year’s report has been expanded to incorporate
additional data based on input we received from ILTA members who focus on information security.
It is important for the legal industry to evaluate their individual information security practices, as well as to
examine the state of security in the legal profession as a whole. One of the roadblocks to providing firms
with relevant and substantial information has been the lack of a mechanism to capture, analyze, and
report on all of the data points. Additionally, this type of research is often expensive and difficult to
obtain.
We are pleased to facilitate a representative number of responses (180) in the study sample. We believe
you will find the results informative and useful as you refine and enhance your Information Security
programs.
Our goals have been consistent over the past four years with the report intended to answer persistent
and difficult questions such as:



Is my organization in step with what my peers and others are doing with respect to the use of
technology and services to thwart various information security threats?
Is my organization adequately staffed and trained to ensure the optimal level of security to
defend against a potential security breach?

We believe this report offers a valuable perspective that will assist your organization in making positive
and informed security decisions in the future that will serve to improve your overall corporate security
posture.
In closing, we look forward to hearing your feedback and encourage continued communication that will
aid us in providing greater value to your organization and intelligence that we believe will help the legal
industry bolster security programs and practices.
A special “Thank You” to Digital Defense, Inc. staff for their help and expertise in the administration of
the survey and preparing the summary of the responses. For more information about ILTA’s LegalSEC
initiative, go to http://connect.iltanet.org/resources/legalsec. If you have any questions regarding the
report, please send an inquiry to LegalStudy@ddifrontline.com.

Sincerely,
ILTA’s LegalSEC Steering Committee
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Executive Summary
This 4th annual LegalSEC study provides key insights into the InfoSec programs and practices specific to
legal firms. The report contains findings that will be expected, as well as results that may differ from
your current perceptions surrounding information security. Within this summary, a few key findings
from each section are highlighted, with details surrounding these results. Additional insights and
supporting charts are contained within the body of this report. Results that vary significantly from the
2015 report or that reflect a trend are noted within each section.

Information Security Concerns
Careless Employees ranked as the highest information security threat to organizations, with over 60%
of respondents identifying this as their primary concern. The lowest identified threats were Cloud
Computing and Unpatched Software Devices, both at less than 1%.
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Information Security Program Overview (Pgs. 12 - 18)
While the resources allocated to Information Technology & Information Security vary, results highlight
consistencies across organizations:






The Chief Information Officer (CIO), Chief Technology Officer (CTO) and IT Director serve as the
primary owners of InfoSec programs.
65% of organizations surveyed have no staff devoted to Information Security. However 33%
have 1-5 staff allocated to this function.
74% of respondents do not have an Information Governance Committee.
Results in technology spend indicate 79% put aside 0-10% of the total IT budget for
Information Security.
Client Requirements, Peer Recommendations and Consultant Recommendations have the
biggest influence on information security purchases, while Direct Mail, IANS and Social Media
have minimal influence.
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Information Security Concerns & Products/Services Utilized (Pgs. 19 – 22)






Usage of Cloud Services was limited, with the highest utilization implemented for Document
Sharing at 48% of those surveyed.
Approximately 70% of organizations currently utilize Intrusion Detection, while only 2% employ
the NIST Cybersecurity Framework. 84% have no plans to conduct Application Code Audits.
Approximately 64% of respondents conduct Vulnerability Scanning assessments and 52%
conduct Penetration Tests. 28% plan to conduct Remote Social Engineering engagements in
2016.
The threats deemed most concerning encompass 1) Virtualization Threats, 2) Voice Over
IP/Phone System Threats, 3) Website Attacks and 4) Data Center Physical Security.
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Information Security Standards, Policies & Technologies (Pgs. 23 – 27)




Over 80% of organizations surveyed have policies surrounding Acceptable Use of Computer
Systems and Disaster Recovery.
71% of organizations reported usage of a Mobile Device Management Solution.
59% of respondents do not have a Vendor Management Evaluation process in place and only
25% evaluate their existing vendors’ security controls annually. With many breaches attributed
to third party contractors, it is suggested that firms examine their policies and processes
surrounding vendor management.

Information Security Training (Pgs. 28 – 29)
Organizations are performing services to combat employee negligence, with 88% performing
Information Security Training for Employees. While positive, information security training practices
reflect that the majority of firms conduct training infrequently, either once, at the time an employee is
hired, or annually. Training continues to be delivered primarily through classroom or group training
sessions. The frequency of training is contrary to addressing the highest identified threat, careless
employees. To effectively mitigate risk of a potential breach that is the result of careless or uninformed
employees, regular training sessions beyond the annual or initial orientation should be executed.
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Expressed Preferences for LegalSEC Content
To best assist ILTA members in addressing security challenges, it is important to understand those topics
that respondents identified as key areas of interest for content (whitepapers, webinars, etc.) to be
delivered by ILTA’s LegalSEC Steering Committee. Looking ahead at the next 12 months, the top
information security challenges which Law Firms would like to see addressed at ILTA LegalSEC are:
Incident Response and Awareness Training at approximately 35%, followed by EDLP at close to 30%.
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Data Sources
A Study of the Legal Industry’s Information Security Assessment Practices
To capture the responses of participants, ILTA’s LegalSEC team utilized a targeted web-based
questionnaire. The questionnaire was specifically developed to capture general information about the
participants, as well as other information specific to their Information Security program and practices.
Survey responses are anonymous and results are presented in aggregate.
General Information
Demographic information for participating organizations such as size, etc. is included in this section.
Information Security Program Overview
This section focused specifically on capturing information regarding who within the participating
organization is responsible for the management of the organization’s information security program,
budgetary data/purchasing influences and conference participation.
Information Security Concerns & Products/Services Utilized
This section captured information regarding the level of concern each participating organization had
with a variety of information security threats. Participants were asked to rank the concerns in level of
importance.
Information regarding services currently in use or planned by the participating organization is also
highlighted in this section. The information is vendor-agnostic and focuses on the type of InfoSec
products and services most widely available to organizations.
Information Security Standards, Policies & Technologies
This section highlights the standards and policies that an organization institutes to ensure standards and
guidelines are established in alignment with best practices and regulations that facilitate a secure
environment.
Within the information security industry, core technologies are deemed essential to a robust
information security program. This section also examines the core technologies legal organizations
employ.
Information Security Training
This section focused on collecting information regarding the frequency of training sessions attended by
staff, as well as the most common mode of delivery for security education.
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General Information
Respondents by Title
The following chart illustrates the roles of respondents within their organizations, with Chief
Information Officers and IT Managers collectively accounting for 58% of participants. The Chief
Information Security Officer (2.2%) role continues to be a rare function in law firms surveyed as
evidenced by the participation of that role. The primary role identified in the “Other” category of survey
respondents was IT Director.
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Practice Areas
Of the firms that participated, 75% identified the top sectors served as Real Estate, followed closely by
Financial Institutions, and Insurance, all over 65%.
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Firm Size
Respondents represent organizations from small to very large firms in proportions adequate to present
a composite perspective across the legal industry, with small firms employing less than 150 employees
comprising the highest percent of respondents at 36%. Close to half (44%) of firms employ 51-250
attorneys. Only 1% of respondents represent firms with fewer than 11 attorneys.
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Information Security Program Overview
Strategy
While participants identified multiple individuals as contributing to the Information Security strategy,
the Chief Information Officer (CIO)/Chief Technology Officer (CTO) and IT Director are identified as
primary owners of this responsibility. Additional roles involved in strategy include Technology
Committee, General Counsel/Ethics Counsel, and IT Manager. The Chief Information Security Officer
and Information Security Director reflect a small percentage due to the low number of these titles
identified as existing in respondent firms.
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The reporting hierarchy reflects that over one half of respondents identify security staff reporting to the
CIO or IT Director. Other roles identified include, Managing Partner, and COO.

Resourcing
The chart below suggests that even with the recognition of the importance of information security
within law firms, the majority of respondents (65%) report that they have no staff dedicated exclusively
to Information Security; 61% have 1-10 staff allocated to Information Technology.
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74% of participants report that they do not have an information governance committee.

50% of respondents report that the IT Security and General Counsel meet less than monthly.
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Budget Allocations
Consistent with prior years’ report findings, Information Security budgets continue to be allocated as a
part of the overall Information Technology budget. Survey results reflect that 77% of the security
budget is blended in with general IT expenditures.
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Staff Education/Certifications
Legal-specific conferences were the most highly attended, while national industry events (RSA,
BlackHat, InfoSecurity World, etc.) were not preferred conferences of respondents. ILTACON reflected a
significant attendee rate at 68%, demonstrating the importance of this conference to respondents. A
notable percentage of respondents (42%) attend ILTA’s LegalSEC Summit. It should be noted that ILTA
members were included in the respondent pool for this survey, creating an opportunity for bias in this
type of response that may not be representative of those law firms that are not ILTA members.
The results suggest respondents prefer legal specific venues to provide value and educational
opportunities for their information security staff, as well as to provide a venue to network with
colleagues and gain valuable recommendations on programs and practices from their peers.
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The most valuable source for ongoing education for the security staff was ILTA at 25%.

Looking at the Certifications that the IT/Security personnel reported, 74% said they have none of the
certifications listed, followed by 15% of staff that earned a CISSP certification. The finding correlates
with the low percentage of staff dedicated exclusively to Information Security.
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Participants were asked how they stay abreast of current threat intelligence information. 71% follow the
LegalSEC news group. Over one third of participants follow SANS Internet Storm Center and US-CERT.
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Information Security Concerns/Products & Services Utilized
"What are the security concerns of my industry peers and what products and services are being
purchased in respect to these concerns?"
This is a question commonly asked by information security professionals. The following section provides
insight by illustrating and illuminating the level of concern associated with different threats and the
security products and services participants stated they use or plan to use. The highest threats and levels
of concerned expressed by survey respondents are highlighted in the Executive Summary. Additional
areas of concern are illustrated in the following section.
Note: For specific questions in this section, respondents could identify multiple categories. The charts
reflect the percentage of utilization per category. This section had a lower level of response than other
sections within the survey with approximately one-third of participants bypassing questions.

Cloud Services
48% of organizations surveyed have implemented Document Sharing on the cloud while 94% indicate
they have no plans to adopt cloud services. These results appear to be incompatible, which indicates
that respondents had difficulty interpreting the question.
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The top concern with using cloud services is Access Control (57%) followed by Data Encryption (55%).
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Information Security Products and Services
70% of respondents identified Intrusion Detection/Prevention as a product they currently have
implemented. 33% plan to implement a Security Policy Development/Review in 2016. 34% have Data
Loss Prevention as a Roadmap Item. 84% of respondents have no plans to implement Application
Source Code Audits.
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Security Assessment Services
Law firms utilize multiple security assessment services. 64% of respondents conduct Vulnerability
Scanning and 52% conduct Ethical Hacking/Penetration Testing; whereas, the least performed
assessments are Application Code Analysis and War Dialing. 33% have Network Security Architecture
Review on the Roadmap. 21% plan to implement Remote Social Engineering in 2016.
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Information Security Standards, Policies & Technologies
Information Security Standards
Clients require firms to adhere to several information governance requirements via documents such as
outside counsel guidelines, client security requirements, protective orders, engagement letters and
NDA’s. Open ended responses submitted in the survey form reflect that 38% of participants were not
sure how many of these documents they are currently managing per quarter. The top 2 governance
themes in outside counsel guidelines, client audits, or similar documents are: Doctrine of least privilege
access (52%) and Right to audit on premise (48%). 56% have changed their IG policies or security
processes in response to such documents in the past year.
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Standards play an important role in the success of an organization’s security program. The standards an
organization selects will most likely influence what security technologies are purchased. While the
information below reflects that a small percentage of organizations surveyed are certified or in
alignment with NIST or PCI, close to one-half of respondents are in alignment or certified with ISO
27000.
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Results reflect multiple security policies and programs are in place to ensure compliance with
regulations and to facilitate security minded behavior, with the Information Security Policy: Acceptable
Use of Computer Systems Policy garnering the highest usage by respondents at 84%, followed closely
by Disaster Recovery Program at 81%.
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Mobile Security Strategies
In addition to traditional core security technologies, mobile security strategies are employed to ensure
the comprehensive security of an organization. The findings below suggest that the majority of
organizations (71%) are using a Mobile Device Management (MDM) solution to provide content access.
The most commonly identified platform to manage MDM is Airwatch (26%), followed by Mobile Iron
(19%).
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Vendor Management
Vendor selection and management are important parts of an information security program for many
organizations. The following insight illustrates how legal organizations are selecting and managing their
vendors. Although reports of multiple high level breaches resulting from third party contractors
continue to make headlines, a significant number of respondents (59%) do not employ a vendor
evaluation process, down slightly from 63% reported in 2015. Challenges related to vendor
management are varied, with the highest concern related to the lack of time (73%) or resources
required to evaluate external vendors, followed by lawyers and staff utilizing vendors without the
consent of management (40%).
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Information Security Training
With the root cause of approximately 25% of breaches attributed to a negligent employee or contractor
(human factor)1, organizations are examining their information security training programs to mitigate
the risk of internal gaps and weaknesses.

Frequency of Training
The following portrays frequency of sessions allocated for information security training to the average
employee, with a very low percentage conducting training multiple times in a year. The majority of
respondents indicate they continue to conduct training annually (52%) or once at new hire training
(38%). 12% have no training program surrounding information security, potentially opening the door
for security breaches as a result of employee negligence. One positive trend of note is that the percent
of monthly training sessions almost doubled from 9% reported in 2015 to 17%.
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Training Delivery Methods
The following chart illustrates the ways in which information security training is delivered to an average
employee. Internal staff training delivered via Classroom or Group venues is the most common method
of deployment (61%), while off-site training is the least utilized (6%).

Ponemon Institute. “2015 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis.” IBM, May 2015. https://www01.ibm.com/marketing/iwm/dre/signup?source=ibmWW_Security_Services&S_PKG=ov34982&S_TACT=000000NJ&S_OFF_CD=10000253
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Appendix
Glossary of Terms
Active Directory Implementation – A directory service developed by Microsoft for Windows domain networks
that authenticates and authorizes all users and computers in the Windows environment, assigning and
enforcing security policies and installing or updating software.
Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) - APT usually refers to a group, such as a government, with both the
capability and the intent to persistently and effectively target a specific entity. The term is commonly used to
refer to cyber threats, in particular that of Internet-enabled espionage using a variety of intelligence gathering
techniques to access sensitive information.
Application Source Code Analysis/Audit - A software code audit is a comprehensive analysis of source code in
a programming project with the intent of discovering bugs, security breaches or violations of programming
conventions. It is an integral part of the defensive programming paradigm, which attempts to reduce errors
before the software is released.
Automated Patch Management (APM) – APM is an application that monitors and manages updates to either
software or hardware.
Business Continuity Plan (BCP) - A BCP identifies an organization's exposure to internal and external threats
and synthesizes hard and soft assets to provide effective prevention and recovery for the organization, while
maintaining competitive advantage and value system integrity. A BCP may include procedures specific to
Information Security.
Business Impact Analysis (BIA) – A BIA predicts the consequences of disruption of a business function and
process and gathers information needed to develop recovery strategies.
Data Center Physical Security Assessment - A comprehensive assessment of the current state of physical
security specifically related to an organization’s data center.
Data Loss Prevention – A data loss/leak prevention solution is a system that is designed to detect potential
data breach / data ex-filtration transmissions and prevent them by monitoring, detecting & blocking sensitive
data while in-use (i.e. endpoint actions), in-motion (i.e. network traffic), and at-rest (i.e. data storage).
Disaster Recovery Program - A documented process or set of procedures to recover and protect a business IT
infrastructure in the event of a disaster. Such a plan, ordinarily documented in written form, specifies
procedures an organization is to follow in the event of a disaster. It is a comprehensive statement of
consistent actions to be taken before, during and after a disaster.
Forensics Services - The process of collecting, assessing, classifying and documenting digital evidence to assist
in the identification of an offender and the method of compromise.
Hacker Cloud Computing Threats - Hackers can purchase the services of cloud computing for nefarious
purposes. This includes password cracking and launching attacks using the purchased services.
Incident Response - The response of an enterprise to a disaster or other significant event that may negatively
impact the enterprise, its people, or its ability to function productively. An incident response may include
evacuation of a facility, initiating a disaster recovery plan (DRP), performing damage assessment, and any
other measures necessary to bring an enterprise to a more stable status.
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Information Security Policy - The set of guidelines developed with the goal of providing strategic direction to
ensure an organization’s information assets are managed appropriately and have optimal protection against
potential security breaches.
Information Security Training - Education or training activities that are conducted with a goal of facilitating
security-minded behavior to guard against security attacks. Information Security Training increases the
awareness surrounding tactics utilized by social engineers and others to gain access to an organization’s
assets.
Software Vulnerabilities – Vulnerabilities that reside within software and allow an attacker the capability to
exploit the flaws, opening the door for a security breach.
Intrusion Detection - Inspects network and host security activity to identify suspicious patterns that may
indicate a network or system attack.
ISO Standards - ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is the world’s largest developer of
voluntary International Standards. International Standards give state of the art specifications for products,
services and good practice, helping to make industry more efficient and effective. Developed through global
consensus, they help to break down barriers to international trade.
ISO 27000 Series - The replacement for BS7799-2. It is intended to provide the foundation for third-party
audit and is harmonized with other management standards, such as ISO/IEC 9001 and 14001.
IT Audit - An information technology audit, or information systems audit, is an examination of the
management controls within an Information technology (IT) infrastructure. The evaluation of obtained
evidence determines if the information systems are safeguarding assets, maintaining data integrity, and
operating effectively to achieve the organization's goals or objectives.
Log Aggregation – A system or service that tracks and archives all activities by network equipment for analysis
or audit purposes.
Malware - Short for malicious software, malware is designed to infiltrate, damage or obtain information from
a computer system without the owner’s consent.
Mobile Device (also known as a handheld device, handheld computer or simply handheld) - A small,
handheld computing device, typically having a display screen with touch input and/or a miniature keyboard
and weighing less than 2 pounds (0.91 kg).
Mobile Device Management (MDM) – MDM software secures, monitors, manages and supports mobile
devices deployed across mobile operators, service providers and enterprises.
Network Security Architecture Review – A comprehensive assessment of an organization’s overall
architecture against security best-practices to identify gaps or weak points in a physical or technical
environment.
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) - Founded in 1901, NIST is a non-regulatory federal
agency within the U.S. Department of Commerce Computer Security Division. NIST's mission is to promote
U.S. innovation and industrial competitiveness by advancing measurement science, standards, and technology
in ways that enhance economic security and improve our quality of life.
Weak Encryption - Weak key is a key which, used with a specific cipher, makes the cipher behave in some
undesirable way. Weak keys usually represent a very small fraction of the overall key space, which usually
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means that, if one generates a random key to encrypt a message, weak keys are very unlikely to give rise to a
security problem.
Online Policy Management – A service or application that allows management of policies in a hosted manner
and provides reporting associated with employee review and acceptance of the materials.
PCI (Payment Card Industry) - The PCI Security Standards Council is an open global forum for the ongoing
development, enhancement, storage, dissemination and implementation of security standards for account
data protection.
Penetration Testing - Penetration testing, also known as Ethical Hacking, is used to test the external perimeter
or internal security of a network or facility.
Phishing - The act of attempting to acquire information such as usernames, passwords, and credit card details
by masquerading as a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication.
Physical Security Review – Review of all the physical security controls of a building, facility or location
SIEM (Security Information Event Management) – SIEM solutions are a combination of the formerly disparate
product categories of SIM (security information management) and SEM (security event manager).
Security Policy Development/Review – An audit of existing policies covering information security topics (i.e.:
Acceptable Use, Password Development, etc.) or creation of policies to cover any discovered policy gaps.
Social Engineering (Remote/Onsite) - In the context of information security, social engineering is understood
to mean the art of manipulating people into performing actions or divulging confidential information.
Traffic/Netflow Analysis – The analysis of network bandwidth and traffic patterns that provides organizations
with information regarding how and by whom the network bandwidth is being used.
Virtualization - The process of adding a "guest application" and data onto a "virtual server," recognizing that
the guest application will ultimately part company from this physical server.
Virus - A program with the ability to reproduce by modifying other programs to include a copy of itself.
Worm - A programmed network attack in which a self-replicating program does not attach itself to programs,
but rather spreads independently of users’ action.
Virtual Host Implementation Assessment - The comprehensive evaluation of virtual host environments to
ensure the effective segregation of systems and information assets, as well as secure configuration of hosts
and virtual machines critical to robust information security.
Vishing - Voice phishing is the criminal practice of using social engineering over the telephone system, most
often using features facilitated by Voice over IP (VoIP), to gain access to private personal and financial
information from the public for the purpose of financial reward. The term is a combination of "voice"
and “phishing”.
VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol, VoIP) - A methodology and group of technologies for the delivery of voice
communications and multimedia sessions over Internet Protocol (IP) networks, such as the Internet.
Vulnerability Scanner - A computer program designed to assess computers, computer
systems, networks or applications for weaknesses. There are a number of types of vulnerability scanners
available today, distinguished from one another by a focus on particular targets. While functionality varies
between different types of vulnerability scanners, they share a common, core purpose of enumerating the
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vulnerabilities present in one or more targets. Vulnerability scanners are a core technology component
of vulnerability management.
War Dialing - A technique of using a modem to automatically scan a list of telephone numbers, usually dialing
every number in a local area code to search for computers, bulletin board systems and fax machines.
Malicious hackers who specialize in computer security utilize war dialing for guessing user accounts (by
capturing voicemail greetings); or locating modems that might provide an entry-point into computer or other
electronic systems.
Web Application Security Assessment – A comprehensive evaluation conducted to ensure that an
organization’s internally or third-party developed web-based applications do not introduce vulnerabilities that
can lead to security breaches and jeopardize corporate or customer data.
Website Compliance Review – An evaluation of an organization’s public-facing web pages to ensure the
website is in compliance with regulations. During the audit, each section of the website not requiring logon
credentials is evaluated to determine if all applicable regulatory disclosures are properly displayed and
necessary privacy and other legal disclosures are available for review.
Wireless Security - The prevention of unauthorized access or damage to computers using wireless networks.
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